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COLLECTION TOM

Dimensions 
(cm)
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height 
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Seat 
height

A 

Weight
(kg)

Tom 55 50 88 40 26

Tom HB 55 50 106 40 29

Tom R 55 50 88 40 25

2. MATERIALS 

2.1. Construction

The seat and backrest are bolted separately on both 
legs.

2.2. Backrest

It is produced from injection polyurethane in a form 
suitable for back ergonomics. The inner wood of the 
back made of beech wood is pressed in a foam mold 
and the complete fabric is laid. It is attached to the 
backrest outer wood by snapping method.

2.3. Seat

It is produced from injection polyurethane in a form 
suitable for ergonomics. The seat frame is pressed 
together with the foam and the complete fabric is 
laid. The seat can be folded.

2.4. Metal Parts

Metal parts are electrostatic powder paint black 
(RAL 9005).

2.5. Foaming Parts

It is injection polyurethane and does not contain 
CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons).

Density: 57 kg/m³ +/- 3
Seat foam thickness: 100 mm
Backrest foam thickness: 65 mm

2.6. Wooden Parts

There are 5 color options available as wenge, maho-
gany, walnut, cherry and natural. If desired, different 
colors can be applied optionally.

3. OPTIONS

3.1. Armrest Types

Standard Armrest: Specially designed metal armrest 
with partial MDF coating and fabric upholstery, both 
metal and fabric look armrest. Beech solid wood 
armrest top wood. 

3.2. Fabric

In addition to the available fabric options, there are 
non-flammable fabric types for safety.

3.3. Other Options

- Seat row numbers and corridor lighting fixture

- The upper wood of the armrest can be produced 
from different solid woods such as walnut, oak.

3.4. Embroidery (Optional)

The maximum dimensions for the logo can be made 
at 7 cm width, and the width-length is measured in 
direct proportion. 100% polyester thread is used for 
embroidery. It can be applied to the desired area on 
the front or back, depending on the backrest model. 
A separate embroidery work is done for each logo. 
The yarn color closest to the logo color is selected. 
There is no restriction on the number of colors. 

4. TECHNICAL RULES, TESTS AND 
QUALITY APPROVALS

- ISO 9001 certified.

- It is TS EN 12727 certified.
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* Particular dimensions can be individually adjusted to a given project.
All dimensions are in centimetres.
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 Oscar has the GS certifi cate, which confi rms that the product meets the European safety and quality standards.

  The armchair is available in three widths: slim, mid and comfort.

  The armchair backrest can be made of varnished plywood or it can be fully upholstered (in the latter case, it is advisable 
to apply a special plastic cover on its lower part). 

  A desktop facilitates notes taking, and the convenient folding system makes it easier for users to move between rows.

  The armchair can be additionally equipped with an upholstered headrest, which gives the interior a unique character. 

 The row and seat numbers can be fi xed to the armchair or embroidered on its backrest, seat or sides. 

  It is also possible to embroider the logo of a venue or a sponsor’s name on the armchair.

  Some armchairs can be fi xed as cantilever models, which means they can be removed easily. It is exceptionally useful and 
allows for diff erent arrangements of the hall (e.g. when there is a need to make some room for camera operators).

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES AND AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

* Particular dimensions can be individually adjusted to a given project.
All dimensions are in centimetres.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES and FUNCTIONS
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